This is a maintenance advisory message and was not repeated.

This message has been transmitted to units subordinate to addresses.

Repetitive transmissions should be made to all units affected or concerned.

Object: CLN Maintenance Advisory: Hing and tail rotor.

Instructions: Army Model UH-1D, H-1D, H-1G, helicopters, dated

Rep at PAA 13/11199 and 11/1199 should be changed in entirety.

Both pitch change links must be adjusted evenly one turn at a time.

AGE 2 RULNNAG209 UNCLAS

Time until desired setting is obtained: Shortening of pitch links will move left rudder pedal forward. Lengthening of pitch links will move right rudder pedal forward.

Recipients of this message should forward.

Note: This message was not issued as authority.

Foreign military sales (FMS) international logistics.

Recipient should contact HS R. J. Brook Watkins, U.S. Army, Point of contact for this message is Mr. Ray Roland.

U.S. Army Point of contact for this message is Mr. Ray Roland.

Telephone 603-282-0332 or commercial line 603-282-0394.